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The following year, in January , 2Wire delivered a wireless residential gateway. In , the company
created a remote customer premises management platform called CMS. In early , 2Wire
delivered a wireless gateway with a complete system-on-a-chip architecture. Also in , the
company acquired Sugar Media, a digital media provider. The following year, in the spring of ,
2Wire launched MediaPortal, a multi-service media platform that integrates DSL and satellite
services. In November , 2Wire and Blockbuster Inc. The company also produces MediaPortal
not to be confused with the unrelated open-source software MediaPortal , a multi-service media
platform that combines high-definition HD and standard-definition SD broadcast satellite or
off-air TV programming with broadband services, DVR capabilities, music and photo storage
and sharing, and home networking. One of their gateways, the , had issues with the power
supply, prompting Bell Canada to proactively swap the power supplies to their customers in
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Learn more Your 2Wire router can be set to work with various Internet service providers; all you
need to do is to set the proper settings on the router itself. The configuration settings of a 2Wire
router, just like with other similar network devices, can be accessed using a web browser on
your computer, and the process is pretty straightforward to do. Every day at wikiHow, we work
hard to give you access to instructions and information that will help you live a better life,
whether it's keeping you safer, healthier, or improving your well-being. Amid the current public
health and economic crises, when the world is shifting dramatically and we are all learning and
adapting to changes in daily life, people need wikiHow more than ever. Your support helps
wikiHow to create more in-depth illustrated articles and videos and to share our trusted brand of
instructional content with millions of people all over the world. Please consider making a
contribution to wikiHow today. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue
to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep
providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with
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your router from the box. Check if all the accessories are present in the package. The 2Wire
router usually comes along with a power adapter, an Internet cable, a telephone cable, and a
pamphlet or CD manual. Connect your router to your computer. Switch on the 2Wire router.
Take the power adapter and plug your router to an electric outlet. Press the Power button on the
device itself to switch it on. After pressing the Power button, allow the device to load for a few
moments. Once all the lights on the router have steadied out, you can now access its settings.
Part 2 of Open a web browser. Launch any web browsing application your have on your
computer like Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, or Safari. Access the router. Log into your router.
For most models like s, sw etc. View or modify the router settings. Include your email address
to get a message when this question is answered. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Submit a Tip All tip
submissions are carefully reviewed before being published. Related wikiHows How to. How to.
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Article. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to
our privacy policy. Follow Us. Learn the tech tips and tricks that everyone should know! Learn
More. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to
learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! The 2-wire modules are installed
by the electrician in the fuse box and then the server is connected to the local network. Through
the webservers web pages, the names of consumers, consumption units, energy prices,

network setting, After the configuration every minute all measured data is read and stored in the
web server. All consumption values and energy costs are now accessible via Web browser.
Download data log files or get them sent periodically, visualization and control from your own
application, The development pack will explain how this can be done easily. The pak may be
obtained free of charge by anyone which owns a 2-Wire Web server. Would you like to stay
informed of all further developments, you can subscribe to our newsletter. Contact Installers
Sign up as an integrator Cart. Our product range Energy meters, pulse counters, thermostats,
C02 meters, Product categories. LoWi: WiFi display to the digital meter. LoWi shows the display
of the digital meter on your mobile via WiFi. Read more. With this kit you read total consumption
from the digital meter and 4 mono-phase consumption from the same phase in the fuse box.
You now always have insight into these energy consumption via tablet or smartphone. Starterkit
Mono phase v3. This starter kit MONO-phase version 3 contains a MEMo2 server, one RF
gateway and one energy meter for measuring, data logging and possibly smart switching of
energy consumption in a home or building. Starterkit 3-phase v3. Why choose 2-wire. Not
convinced? For software developers: 2-WIRE development pack Download data log files or get
them sent periodically, visualization and control from your own application, Order here. Privacy
policy F. Cookies Contact. Website by frederikvd. Deze website maakt gebruik van cookies. Als
u verder surft geeft u 2-wire toelating om deze cookies te gebruiken. Opgelet, het blokkeren van
bepaalde cookies verhindert het correct functioneren van deze website. Newsletter Would you
like to stay informed of all further developments, you can subscribe to our newsletter. First
name. It serves as an Internet modem, VoIP phone gateway, and network router. Plus it enables
the set-top boxes to communicate with your computers. It even has a preconfigured Unlike a
normal wireless router or gateway you might buy from a store, the 2Wire Gateway comes with
Wi-Fi security already enabled for you. It even has a default encryption key preconfigured. This
should be printed on the 2Wire Gateway. Remember, the 2Wire Gateway also has 4 Ethernet
ports if you want to plug in computers rather use Wi-Fi. See an example of the wireless settings
below. Note: The model number of the 2Wire Gateway I used is i38HG; the control panel of other
models or firmware versions might vary. If you make any changes, be sure to hit Save. When
prompted for the password, enter the default password, printed on the 2Wire Gateway. Tom's
Guide. Please deactivate your ad blocker in order to see our subscription offer. Topics
Computers. See all comments 8. However, their service is limited "again" by distance from their
local fiber node points, and cable is not limited by the distance, as a rule. IPTV distribution is a
great idea in theory. You do all of these network sharing as long as you have a network setup
and it doesn't even have to be connected to the internet! What does U-verse have to do with
this? Shill much? Too bad you didn't go into discussing HTPC integration. The Hauppauge has
dual IR blasters to control two set-top boxes, eliminating the cable-card problem, and would
allow an easy media server connection along with free DVR capability. With 2 such tuners, you
could view and record 4 channels simultaneously using 4 set-top boxes. My only
disappointment is that the lacks a HD video input, so video quality for TV would be only S-Video
at best. As posted by anonymous, the distance and line quality from the local fiber node to the
customers home is the main concern. However, your comment on the product being oversold in
an area and not being able to supply enough bandwidth is incorrect. Like all services, especially
any DSL variant is going to have these same restrictions. You're getting a solid through-put
connection on your line that's not shared. Cable suffers from line sharing as the connection is
split once it hits their local node or cross box. I hate those cursed 2Wire devices. Classic single
point of failure, but that might be forgivable if they didn't suck so bad. I truly come to to Toms to
get the latest on new technologies and how to implement them to acquire the best ROI. This guy
is only interested in "Boob" tube. After reading the article Not only is it over priced, but is truly a
lie. They even go as far as try to sell the consumer that the internet broadband is blazing faster
than DSL. They have dropped the Standard and added 3 Max services. All oft he Max services
are truly a joke Total lie The sales man could not tell you what speed any thing was Then after it
installed and she could barely Skype with her friends, she asked me to come over and look at
their settings. And of course, like most ISP technicians, the ireless router was left completely
open with default Username and password I had to reset the router After booting 6 neighbors
off her service and locking it down, she still had difficulties, Choppy VOIP, slow web browsing
pages She was now surfing with barely more than dial-up speeds. This article should have
started with a huge red circle with a line through it I can see the fiber cable coming into the
wiring closest of my house. I can barely contain myself with the excitement! I decided to go and
do my own research. The best overall company was DISH Network and I can still enjoy my
luxury apartment, maintain my shopping addiction and have money to spare so it looks like the
dish is coming with me to Baton Rouge, LA! Connect the device, such as an IP intercom, to one
unit and a switch to the other unit. Then connect both convertor units to each other using the

existing analogue wiring. This will transmit audio and video as well as supply power. View all
search results. Connect any IP device using a two-wire or coaxial cable, even in an analogue
environment, or a site with limited IP infrastructure. Powering the IP-connected devices via PoE
is possible up to a distance of ft, twice the maximum Ethernet specification cable length. This
means you can connect an intercom to several answering units as well as an IP camera. No
more configuring! The converter will not let you down. It is significantly more reliable, in
comparison with alternatives, such as a WiFi connection. Show more. Chris Hart van Arends. All
Solutions. Complementary Products. Where to Buy You can purchase these products from our
authorised distributors. Technical area Documents. Example of Typical Connection. FAQ Are
you still looking for more information? Check out the frequently asked questions and answers.
Register for Technical Training View our technical training courses. Choose the one that suits
you best. SW Applications. Similar Products. Project Consulting Do you need help with a
project? Trust our experts to assist you. Learn more. Read feed. I feel I have always put players
first, and that choice has repeatedly cost me support I might have otherwise gotten from the
EQ2 team and Sony Online Entertainment. I have often cast a bright spotlight on business and
development choices that I felt negatively affect players. Even though all that, a mutual respect
had been maintained for 7 years. And for every negative article, I spent as much time or more
promoting Game Updates and Expansions and providing players with up-to-date information
whenever possible. A great many other things are going on in my life which bring me great
satisfaction, from growing heirloom tomatoes, to judging and preparing competition BBQ, to
developing circuit boards from Arduino projects. With limited time, something had to give. With
my deteriorating relationship with Daybreak Games, and the fact I no longer play EverQuest II,
that decision has come into sharp focus over the last few months. The hardest part has been
the idea that I will be letting players down. I wish Norrath well and hope that the next expansion
is successful and that players out there step up and document it and help others. I will continue
to maintain and update the EQ2U Players site, which still receives over 30, character lookups
per day, as long as the EQ2 Census service remains available. Continue Reading Comments.
From the EQ2 Forums :. Continue Reading 1 Comment. If so, lucky you! Here is an event that
was launched with so little fanfare that even though I am playing every week. So many goodies!
That may be because this summer event is akin to prelude events before expansions as it is
aimed at helping people gear up for the upcoming expansion. Well here you go. Continue
readingâ€¦. From EverQuest2. Have your eye on something in the Marketplace? Not an All
Access member yet? Continue Reading 5 Comments. Just another day at work at
DaybreakGames! Took the EQ Franchise teams to learn fencing, archery, and medieval
weapons and tactics today! Today was a tough day at the officeâ€¦ pic. Continue Reading No
Comments. Make sure all your characters have finished the Neriak Postage Collection , speak to
Kella Swampfoot to assist with festival quests, and achieve 89 seconds or less in the local
Aether Race to earn the Fearless Flyer title. Estimated downtime is less than 2 hours. Continue
Reading 2 Comments. If you were worried that we would run out of Adornment colors in EQ2,
have no fear. In the last few weeks, new items have started dropping with a new adornment slot
â€” Grey. That gives us 6 active adornment colors. With Grey adornments, that potentially puts
us at 8 colors going into November. Continue Reading 15 Comments. From Kander on the EQ2
Forums :. To clarify, the Epic 2. It will not be required for any solo or quest content, including
the signature line. There will be some specific content, that if you have done the epic, you will
be able to participate in. Alts and new players will have virtually no pre-reqs for expansion 14
content. The plan is to make the new content easier for alts to go through after the initial pass.
More news soon. Epic 2. Continue Reading 19 Comments. With GU , there will be a rather large
balance pass which adjusts the outgoing damage across most classes, focusing primarily on
Assassin, Wizard, and the Warlock class but most classes will experience some increase.
Further updates have also been made to abilities for some of the support classes. This is by no
means the final balance pass, and there will be lots of changes and improvements coming with
the expansion. Expect, as we mentioned, to see a full new tier of class profession abilities as
well as new Ascension abilities. New Familiars have found their way to Norrath and Season 2
includes 30 more Familiars to collect! Familiars are unique pets that grant their masters
powerful buffs. Some of these new Familiars will be dropped in-game and others will be
available to purchase in the Marketplace. Not to mention, all Rare and Ultra Rare Familiars will
now be worth status, including those that are dropped in-game! Continue Reading 7 Comments.
Now we know! From DaybreakGames. What is your role at Daybreak? I spent the last year or so
as an intern in the Marketing department here at Daybreak, focused mostly on supporting
various PR initiatives. I really enjoyed it, but I have always wanted to pursue community
management. Continue Reading 9 Comments. Yun Zi is back again this week with another
quest! For your assistance, Yun Zi will grant you new rewards including ranged weapons and

ranged slot adornments, a Fellowship of Stone focus rune, a ring, and an earring. Our new EQ2
Community Manager Roxxlyy posted an update yesterday afternoon indicating that the issue
preventing many players from downloading or updating EverQuest II with the patcher should
now be resolved. Login and patching issues are believed to be resolved at this time! Please let
us know if you are continuing to see any persistent issues. From our new community person
Roxxlyy on the EQ2 Forums :. Just wanted to let you all know that the team is very aware of the
various issues impacting logins, downloads, and the whole slew of connection problems that
many of you are facing. At least one major issue causing these problems has already been
detected, and the team is working on a fix for it at this exact moment. Please let us know if these
issues continue into tomorrow! Since Friday, a number of players have reported Socket Errors
and a failure to patch two files. This is preventing players from accessing the game according to
several threads on the forums. Continue Reading 11 Comments. The range for applying Noxious
Attuned has been removed. The duration of Noxious Attuned has been increased. Estimated
downtime is less than 1 hour. EverQuest II attracts a diverse playerbase with different desires
and physical abilities. Some players have limited eyesight, the use of only one hand, or other
physical differences which require adaptation, special controllers, disabling certain game
features such as particle effects, etc. However certain players have very negative reactions to
this visual such as vertigo , headaches , and nausea. After years of requests, now it looks like
those who wish to suppress this jarring cosmetic effect will soon have an in-game checkbox.
From Bunji on the EQ2 Forums :. Now if we can just get a solution for Colorblind players. As it
is, some of these highly saturated zones are practically unnavigable for certain players. There
are some third party DirectX filters, but an in-game feature would be preferable. Continue
Reading 10 Comments. And what better way to countdown the end of summer than helping out
the ambling tradesbear, Yun Zi, to earn yourself some weekly rewards from his trove of
inherited treasures. No matter what you need, Yun Zi has plenty of rewards to help you out!
Continue Reading 12 Comments. Our new Community intern Roxxlyy posted this:. Corrected an
issue that would occasionally cause Saryrn and Terris-Thule to become immune to all damage.
Spend City Tokens on local specialties, generic festival goods, and more. Make sure all your
characters have finished the Kelethin Postage Collection , speak to Kella Swampfoot to assist
with festival quests, and achieve 94 seconds or less in the local Aether Race to earn the Bixie
Barnstormer title. Corrected an issue that prevented Evasive Moves from triggering. All waves
of Kunark Ascending Ethereal Events are now active indefinitely. Players will earn double
Ascension Experience on a Free Trade server. Weekend Treasure Rush has been enabled on
Free Trade servers, where Kunark Ascending encounters will drop double loot. This event
activates every Saturday and Sunday on a Free-Trade server. Treasure Rush bonuses do not
stack with other double loot drop events. Corrected an issue that prevented the st orc from
granting the final reward in Scourge Keep Duo Arena. Corrected the damage multiplier that was
granting some season 2 familiars higher damage hits than intended. Large Class Balance Pass
With GU , there will be a rather large balance pass which adjusts the outgoing damage across
most classes, focusing primarily on Assassin, Wizard, and the Warlock class but most classes
will experience some increase. Tower of Frozen Shadow has been added to the Proving
Grounds match rotation. Game Type: Race to Completion Players: 6 v Environment Confront
the threats within the Tower of Frozen Shadow, defeating each of the mystical threat in any
order, though choose carefully as they are known to appropriate the abilities of the fallen. The
Battle for Felwithe and Battle upon the High Seas have been removed from the Proving Grounds
rotation until they can be converted into single group heroic matches. The Underdepths lockout
has been increased to 3 hours. New rewards have been added to the Proving Grounds Proven
Merchant. All Proving Grounds merchants have been moved out of the Proving Grounds and
onto the home servers. Proving Grounds champions will now receive a Mark of the Champion:
Season 1 currency upon zoning into the Proving Grounds. Corrected a bug that would prevent
players that had a number appended to the end of their name from receiving their Proving
Grounds champion flagging. This fix is not retroactive for previous rounds. Players will be
banished from the zone if they fail this check regardless of any lockouts displayed on their
lockout window. Any previously saved zone instances have been reset. Chamber of
Rejuvenation [Raid] Noxious Attuned can no longer be resisted. Trakanon should now call out
his target when he snaps his jaws. Nektulos Jawharah Izzah, Shady Erudite at the Nektulos
Docks, is now willing to sell Spiritbreaker to those channelers who have completed their epic
quests. Jawharah Izzah, Shady Erudite at the Nektulos Docks, is now willing to sell The Wards
of
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Kelkarn to those troubadors who have completed their epic quests. Stats on the Ring of
Removal from King Drayek have been increased to match his other drops. The Prismatic
Greatsword of the Scale now has additional weapon skill bonuses. Reduced the amount of
combat mitigation Darathar gains on Time-Locked servers. Corrected a bug that allowed
Darathar to be killed without locking players to the zone. Reduced the amount of combat
mitigation Venekor gains on Time-Locked servers. From the EQ2 Forums : Login and patching
issues are believed to be resolved at this time! From our new community person Roxxlyy on the
EQ2 Forums : Hey folks, Just wanted to let you all know that the team is very aware of the
various issues impacting logins, downloads, and the whole slew of connection problems that
many of you are facing. EQ2Wire hosted the 2 files needed to patch the game and login between
August Now that the problem is resolved, we have removed these files. Servers are now down
for maintenance.

